2002 yamaha vino 50

Yamaha responded for with their all new 50cc Vino model code YJ This first generation of Vino
used a peppy 2-stroke motor and was sold from â€” For Yamaha freshened up the Vino with a
fuel sipping 4-stroke engine and a bunch of smaller style tweaks. This second generation used
the model code XC50 and remained on sale until Yamaha introduced this scooter for and it was
sold through This first generation of Vino was the more speedy one, due to the powerful
2-stroke Minarelli engine. This motor was simple ie. The downside to this powerful engine is the
lower milage mpg , shorter engine life and higher emissions that are part of the trade off with
2-stroke engines. For more discussion on 2-stroke vs. The YJ50 Vino was unchanged over its
four year run. After 4 successful years, Yamaha decided that an update was in order to freshen
the styling and to meet new emissions regulations. The result of this overhaul was a refined
look above , a longer name Vino Classic and a modern fuel sipping 4-stroke engine. The update
to the Vino ended up being a pretty major overhaul despite the visually subtle changes to the
styling. This overhaul came with a new model code XC50 to replace the old one YJ Style wise,
Yamaha made a long but subtle list of changes to create the XC50 generation. Elsewhere,
Yamaha redesigned the Vino logo, reshaped the seat, simplified the floorboard and mildly
reshaped the back end. The general shape and headlight array were left intact, but once you dig
a little deeper there are lot of small changes to be found. Yamaha also offered the new
generation of Vino in a nicer palette of colors than the earlier Vinoâ€¦.. For a complete year by
year list of colors see the list at the bottom of the page. This new look in combination with the
quieter and smell free 4-stroke engine gives this scooter a more polished persona. In the engine
bay, Yamaha replaced the trusty but dated 2-stroke power plant with a modern 3-valve, liquid
cooled, 4-stroke engine. The new Vino continued to use a carb until fuel injection was finally
announced for The top speed with this new engine remained around mph but it does take a bit
longer to get there than the 2-stroke. Accordingly, if you have dreams of modifying a Vino 50 for
higher speeds it is best to start with a YJ50 model. The Vino offers a nice amount of storage
volume under the saddle to hold our full face helmet or a couple bags of groceries. The Vino
does not have a glovebox however, so small items like your paperwork will need to be carried
on your person. Both of these scooters offer vintage styling at a lower price. In a lot of ways the
Vino is like the many other retro scooters in its class. The XC50 motor also found in the C3 and
Zuma 50F was the first 4-stroke 50cc scooter engine in North America with fuel injection and
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Troubleshooting Troubleshooting 55 Troubleshooting chart Page 2 EAU It represents the high
degree of craftsmanship and reliability that have made Yamaha a leader in these fields. Page 4 8
This manual should be considered a permanent part of this scooter and should remain with it
even if the scooter is subsequently sold. Therefore, while this manual contains the most current
product information available at the time of printing, there may be minor discrepancies between
your scooter and this manual. Any reprinting or unauthorized use without the written
permission of Yamaha Motor Corporation, U. Printed in Japan. Page 8 Scooter noise regulation
Many accidents involve inexperienced operators. Make sure that you are qualified and that you
only lend your scooter to other qualified opera- tors. Page Modifications Always wear protective
clothing that covers your legs, ankles, and feet. Modifications Modifications made to this
scooter not approved by Yamaha, or the removal of original equipment, may render the scooter
unsafe for use and may cause severe personal injury. Modifications may also make your
scooter illegal to use. Page 12 Accessories Genuine Yamaha accessories have been specifically
designed for use on this scooter. Since Yamaha cannot test all other accessories that may be
available, you must personally be responsible for the proper selection, installation and use of
non-Yamaha accessories. Use extreme caution when select- ing and installing any accessories.
Certain accessories can displace the operator from his or her normal riding position. This
improper position limits the freedom of movement of the operator and may limit control ability,
therefore, such accessories are not recommended. Use caution when adding electrical
accessories. Make sure to signal clearly when making turns. Braking can be extremely difficult
on a wet road. Avoid hard braking, because the scooter could slide. Apply the brakes slowly
when stopping on a wet surface. Front wheel 6. Kickstarter page 2. Front fender 7. Air filter
element page 3. Front turn signal light 8. Battery page 4. Rear turn signal light 5. Rear wheel
Spark plug page Carrier page Centerstand Muffler Seat page Rear brake lever page 6. Right
handlebar switches page 2. Left handlebar switches page 7. Front brake lever page 3. Fuel
gauge page 8. Throttle grip page , 4. Speedometer unit page 5. The key The steering is locked,

and all electri- can be removed. The key can be removed. Turn the handlebars all the way EAU
to the left. This indicator light comes on when the high beam of the headlight is 1. When
released, the switch returns to the center position. To cancel the turn signal lights, push the
switch in after it has returned to the center position. EC See page for starting instruc- tions prior
to starting the engine. Front brake lever 1. Fuel tank cap lock cover 1. Match marks a. To install
the fuel tank cap EAU 1. Insert the fuel tank cap into the Fuel tank cap tank opening with the key
insert- ed in the lock and with the marks Oil quantity: 1. Kickstarter a. EAU EAU Kickstarter Seat
To start the engine, fold out the kick- starter lever, move it down lightly with To open the seat
your foot until the gears engage, and 1. To release the helmet from the hel- 1. Helmet holder 1.
NOTE: 8 Since the storage compart- 8 Some helmets cannot be stored ment accumulates heat
when storage Page Starting Off NOTE: warning light does not come on, Before starting off,
allow the engine For maximum engine life, always have a Yamaha dealer check the to warm up.
Never accelerate hard when 1. Check for oncoming traffic, and FRONT then slowly turn the
throttle grip on the right in order to take off. Switch the turn signal off. Close the throttle
completely. The speed can be adjusted by open- 2. Page Parking 1, km mi and beyond Avoid
prolonged full-throttle opera- tion. Vary the engine speed occa- sionally. EC If any engine
trouble should occur during the engine break-in period, immediately have a Yamaha dealer
Incorrect. If you are not familiar with scooter maintenance work, have a Yamaha Panel A 1.
Panel A 2. Remove the screw, and then pull Panel A panel the panel off as shown. To remove
the panel The panel shown above needs to be 1. Page Checking The Spark Plug 1. Spark plug
cap 1. Spark plug wrench spark plug can reveal the condition of To remove the spark plug 2.
Remove spark plug the engine. Remove the spark plug cap. Page 44 To install the spark plug
such problems yourself. Instead, estimate of the correct torque is 1. Page Final Transmission
Oil 18 Nm 1. If any leakage is found, have a 6. Add the specified amount of the Yamaha dealer
check and repair the recommended final transmission scooter. In addition, the final trans- oil,
and then install and tighten mission oil must be changed as fol- the oil filler cap. Air filter case
cover 1. Clamp 1. Air filter sponge material 2. Carburetor intake 3. Pull the air filter sponge
material EAU 2. Remove the air filter case cover out, clean it with solvent, and Cleaning the air
filter sponge by removing the screws, then then squeeze the remaining sol Page Adjusting The
Carburetor Therefore, all car- 5. Insert the air filter sponge materi- buretor adjustments should
be left to al into the air filter case. EW the throttle cable free play and, if necessary, have a
Yamaha dealer Because loading has an enormous adjust it. Page 49 Rear cargo, and
accessories does fragments in it, or if the sidewall is kPa kPa not exceed the specified maxicracked, contact a Yamaha dealer 1. Page Checking The Front And Rear Brake Shoes If a brake
shoe has worn to the point that the wear indicator reaches the wear limit line, have a Yamaha
dealer replace the brake shoes as a set. Page Adjusting The Autolube Pump There engine,
which must be adjusted by a is no need to check the electrolyte or Yamaha dealer at the
intervals speci- to add distilled water. Therefore, keep sparks, flames, cigarettes, etc. Storing a
discharged seems to have discharged. Keep in battery can cause permanent mind that the
battery tends to dis- battery damage. Page Troubleshooting Use only genuine Yamaha replacement parts. Imitation parts may look like Yamaha parts, but they are often inferior, have a
shorter service life and can lead to expensive repair bills. Page Troubleshooting Chart Remove
the spark plug and check the electrodes. The engine does not start. Have a Yamaha dealer
check the vehicle. Check the battery. Battery The engine turns over The battery is good. Cover
the muffler outlet with a ECA While the open design of a scooter plastic bag after the engine has
reveals the attractiveness of the tech- 8 Avoid using strong acidic cooled down. Be windshield:
Do not use strong or on salt-sprayed roads sure to avoid using cloths or cleaners or hard
sponges as Since sea salt or salt sprayed on the sponges which have been in Use spray oil as a
universal cleaner to remove any remaining dirt. Install the spark plug cap onto Before storing
your scooter for sever- the spark plug, and then place Short-term al months: the spark plug on
the cylinder Always store your scooter in a cool, 1. Lubricate all control cables and NOTE: the
pivoting points of all levers Make any necessary repairs before and pedals as well as of the
storing the scooter. Check and, if necessary, correct the tire air pressure, and then lift the
scooter so that both of its wheels ground. Page Specifications Charging system Type A. Page
Consumer Information Record the key identification number, vehicle identification number and
model label information in the spaces provided below for assistance when ordering spare parts
from a Yamaha dealer or for reference in case the vehicle is stolen. Key identification number 1.
Page Model Label See page for storage compart- ment opening and closing proce- dures.
Record the information on this label in the space provided. This information will be needed
when ordering spare parts from a Yamaha dealer. If NHTSA receives similar complaints, it may
open an investigation, and if it finds that a safety defect exists in a group of vehicles, it may
order a recall and remedy campaign. Page Yamaha Extended Service Y. This manual is also
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Yamaha. Model Vino. Rack on the back, water bottle cage I installed for a beverage. There is
huge locking storage under the seat, I will throw in a barely used skull cap helmet, it's black.
Enjoy this ride! Model Vino Classic. Can you say ciao bella? Then say hello to the all-new, and
oh-so-chic, Vino Classic. Traditional Vino styling gets the ultimate, retro cosmopolitan twist
with two new color schemes and a fully-chromed front-end that includes the headlight, turn
signal housings, speedometer and mirrors. The Vino Classic is powered by a responsive
fan-cooled engine. Simple electric starting system with automatic choke system provides
hassle-free starting. Just turn the key, push the button and go. It uses a variable ratio V-Belt
transmission that automatically shifts for you so you have the correct gear ratios when you
need them. The enclosed, no-maintenance drive system also offers clean, quiet operation. A
large seat, comfortable floorboard, rear luggage rack and large, convenient underseat storage
are a few more features found on this unique machine. Available January, Model V Star
Introducing an all-new expression of concentrated Star Power. At the heart of it beats an all-new
fuel-injected cube engine, surrounded by a new chassis built to handle. Finished off with a little
streamlined style and plenty of Star quality engineering. This bike was purchased new from
Early's Cycle Center in Harrisonburg VA, where all scheduled services have been completed.
Mustang 2-up touring seat with drivers back rest, Kuryakyn ISO grips, and throttle lock have
been installed. Otherwise this motorcycle is completely stock and untouched. Garage kept.
Dowco lightweight cover included. I'm purchasing a new bike, so this one has to go. Model
Kodiak Runs great! Good brakes. Also has 26" Mudlite XTR tires with great tread. Model Yzf R6.
No time to ride and just got married. Aftermarket frame sliders, turn signals, tinted windshield,
license plate mount, and Werkes exhaust. Runs perfect and sounds great. Mileage Perfect bike
to dress up and make it what you want! This Used bike is in great condition. New battery in Bike
has Clean title in hand. Model Road Star S. Custom paint, powder coated wheels and other
accessories. Boss Bluetooth audio watt speakers. Rides perfect, just changed all fluids to royal
purple, new tires. Call, no texting to avoid scammers. Model YZF. Essentially one owner. All mtn
records available. Never crashed. No issues with the bike. With large capacity gas tank 5
gallons , good touring range, low vibration, and comfort, the YZFR offers a very strong package
to the person who uses their bike for more than Saturday morning blasts through the canyons,
but still wants high handling limits. Model YZ In fact, you could call it our birthright. And there?
And completely redesigned bodywork that allows a rider maximum freedom of movement and
weight transfer. The all-new YZ Model Yzf R1. Clean, awesome looking bike. Runs great. Ready
to ride. Make Harley-Davidson. Model Street A hot night on the town never felt better. The action
goes from stoplight to stoplight, boulevard to back alley. At the center of it all you carve
through heat, chaos and gridlock with ease. A light frame with an e
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asy lock-to-lock handlebar sweep for quick moves. Got any plans for the evening? Make Indian.
Model Roadmaster. Engine Overall - If you have the means, you can buy almost any bike. On the
road. Two up. Mile after glorious mile. This is a machine built for the long haul. With the
craftsmanship and innovation discerning riders demand. So forget the shortcuts. Get out there
and explore. Be legendary. Hollywood, FL. Fort Rice, ND. Waterford, MI. Cripple Creek, CO.
Lyles, TN. Dix Hills, NY. Laguna Niguel, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
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